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Abstract

Analyzing cancer datasets is a challenging area on machine learning field. The main characteristic
of these datasets is the small number of examples and the large number of features. This pa-
per investigates how different preprocessing techniques and different feature selection algorithms
affect the performance of different classifiers in cancer datasets. In the preprocessing step two
different normalisation(Z and MinMax) techniques and one discretization (equal-width) are used.
In the feature selection part four information theoretic algorithms (MIM,CMIM,mRMR,DISR)
and the Pearson’s correlation are used. The results are compared using five different classi-
fiers(kNN,LR,RF,BT,SVM).

1. Introduction

Machine learning plays a significant role in the process of analyzing caner data. It is involved in
many stages of this process and one very useful application is in cancer biomarker discovery.

Analyzing cancer datasets is grant challenge for machine learning. These datasets have some
characteristics that lead the whole procedure of deriving some useful information from them. Firstly
they are high dimensional. Omic data, such as trascriptomics, proteomics or metabolomic data,
consists of tens of thousands variables (features). On the other hand the number of examples is
significantly lower; specimens can be taken from some hundreds of people. So our classifier should
be trained from few hundred of examples which have tens of thousands of features. The small
number of examples may lead to overfitting, and as a result our final results will not be generalized.
This is the case for many failures in the cancer biomarker discovery procedure.

In this work three different stages of the learning procedure in cancer data are explored. Different
preprocessing methods, filter selection and classification algorithms are examined in three different
datasets with Breast, Lung and Prostate cancer data. Results reveal some interesting relationships
between each technique and the characteristics of each dataset.

In Section 2 the learning procedure is described; the different preprocessing methods are presented
along with the five feature selection algorithms and the five classifiers. Section 3 presents the
experiments and the results of comparing the different preprocessing methods and the different
feature selection algorithms. The conclusions are summarized in Section 4 and some future plans
are presented.

2. Learning Procedure

As already mentioned, the three different steps of the learning procedure will be presented on this
paragraph. Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of that procedure. In this paragraph we will present
the different approaches used in each step.

Figure 1: Flowchart of learning procedure
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2.1 Data Preprocessing

At this stage we will explore whether or not the performance of some algorithms is affected by the
type of features. The algorithms that are calculating distances, such as the kNN, may be affected
more by normalization, while other algorithms, like decision trees, will not be affected because of
their nature to create groups of examples depending in some range of values. In other cases the
normalization may not have great affect in the performance but it may significantly reduce the
training time.

Three different preprocessing methods are used. Table 1 presents the formulas for that three

methods, where:xj
i and x̃

j
i is the initial and the new value of of the j-th feature in the i-th example,

while µj ,σj ,maxj and minj are mean, standard deviation, max and min value of the j-th feature
calculating on all the examples. In some cases, apart from the discretization, a normalisation method
is used, more details are presented in Section 3.3.

method abbr. formula

no normalisation no ˜
x
j

i = x
j

i

Statistical or Z score normalisation Z ˜
x
j

i =
x
j
i
−µj

σj

Min-Max normalisation MinMax ˜
x
j

i =
x
j
i
−minj

maxj
−minj

Table 1: Formulas for different normalisation methods

The MinMax normalization maps the values from to the range [0,1], while the Z normaliza-
tion transforms the features distribution to N(0,1) (normal distribution with zero mean and unit
variance), supposing that our initial features follow a normal distribution.

2.2 Feature Selection

After the preprocessesing of the data a feature selection algorithm is used to choose the most signif-
icant features. As already mentioned in cancer analysis domain we have a large number of features
so this step is essential in order to find out which of them are important before the classification.
In this report we focused on filter selection methods and mainly in information theoretic feature
selection.

In Mutual Information Maximisation (MIM) method, the features are ranked depending on the
mutual information between each of them and the class variable. MIM supposes that all the features
are independent. So this criterion is to maximise the mutual information: JMIM (Xn) = I(Xn;Y ),
where Xn is the feature n and Y is the class variable.

Fleuret (2004) proposes an extension of MIM, the Conditional Mutual Information Maximisation
(CMIM). For every feature the conditional mutual information with the features that already have
been decided to be significant is checked, and the features that minimize this conditional information
are chosen. In other words the chosen features are the ones that are diverse from the features that
already have chosen to be significant. This criterion is: JCMIM (Xn) = minj∈S [I(Xn;Y |Xj)], where
S is the set of features already chosen as significant.

As it is understandable MIM takes into account only the features that are relevant with the
class variable (Maximal Relevance) but it does not consider any dependencies between that fea-
tures. One desirable property is not to have features that are dependent because we will have
a redundant information. This is the main idea of the minimal-Redundancy-Maximal-Relevance
criterion (mRMR) (Peng et al., 2005). In this criterion apart from the relevant features, we are
searching for the relevant features with the minimum redundancy. This criterion can be described
as:JmRMR(Xn) = I(Xn;Y )− 1

|S|

∑
j∈S

I(Xn|Xj) . The formulas for JCMIM (Xn) and JmRMR(Xn) are

taken from (Brown, 2009).
Meyer and Bontempi (2006) introduce a new information theoretic criterion the Double Input

Symmetrical Relevance (DISR). DISR measures the symmetrical relevance of two features in all the
possible combinations of a subset and selects among a finite number of subsets the most significant
one. One advantage of DISR is that a complementary feature of a feature that has already been
selected, it has higher probability to be selected.

Apart from the above information theoretic criteria we also check how the Pearson’s correlation
ranking (Pearson) performs. All these methods are compared with the case when all of the features
are used.

2.3 Classification Algorithms

After the feature selection a classification algorithm is used to predict one of the two classes. In this
work the performance of four different classification algorithms is examined.
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One algorithm is the k Nearest Neighbour algorithm (kNN), which is a lazy algorithm that checks
the k nearest features of the test instance (nearest using Euclidean distance). It decides in which
class he instance belongs to by using a majority voting scheme.

A popular classification algorithm is the Logistic Regression (LR). This uses a linear model and
a sigmoid error function. The gradient descent learning algorithm is used to minimize the error
function, which is the cross entropy.

Breiman (2001) introduces the Random Forests (RF) classifier. RF is an ensemble classifier
consists of a large number of different trees. Each tree is trained in different examples and in each
node a fixed number of randomly chosen features is used. In RF we should define the number of
the trees that the algorithm will build and the number of the randomly chosen features that will be
used in each node of the tree.

Finally the Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm is used (Vapnik, 1995). This approach
uses the kernel trick to deal with nonlinearly separable data. SVM are map the initial data to a
higher dimensional space,using a proper kernel function, in which the data are linearly separable.
The kernel function that we use is a polynomial: K(x, y) = (gamma ∗ xT y)p. In the case that the
data are still nonlinear separable in the higher dimensional space a “soft” margin is used,which is
controlled by the cost parameter C.

3. Experiments

In this paragraph the datasets and the experimental setup are described and then the results for the
different steps of Section 2 are presented.

3.1 Datasets Description

Three cancer datasets with different characteristics are used, which are presented in Table 2. In
Breast dataset as positive examples we consider the benign examples and as negative the malignant,
in Lung dataset positive are the examples with adenocarcinoma and negative the examples with
squamous cancer and in Prostate dataset positive are the normal examples and negative the tumour.

We observe that in the Breast dataset the examples are much more than the features while on
the other hand in the Prostate dataset the features are almost 10 thousands while the examples and
we have one hundred examples. In Prostate dataset we have a real situation of trying to analyse
omic data in order to predict or to find possible biomarkers. In the next sections we will explore
whether this different characteristics affect the performance of the described methods.

dataset examples features type of features pos-ex (1) neg-ex (0)

Breast 569 30 continues 357 212
Lung 73 325 discrete 32 41

Prostate 1 102 10509 continues 50 52

Table 2: Datasets description

3.2 Experimental Setup

All the experiments was done using Matlab and now the methods used and the different parameters
will be presented.

In the feature selection part we test the Pearson,MIM ,CMIM, mRMR and DISR (A.Pocock,
2011) feature selection methods. The results are compared also with the results without making any
feature selection.

In the classification part we use the following algorithms with the following settings. In the kNN2

classifier the number of neighbours is k=1. In LR the optimal parameters values where obtained
using fminunc Matlab function. In RF (Jaiantilal, 2011) the number of features in each node is
set to be equal with the square root of the total number of features and the number of trees used
were 500. A large number of trees is used because RF do not overfit when the number of trees is
increased. Another interesting thing to mention here is when a feature selection algorithm is used,
the number of features used in each node is fixed to be equal with the number of selected features,
which is the maximum possible number in this situation. This has as a result that we do not longer
have RF but it is converted to Bagged Trees (BT), since in each node the algorithm uses all the
available features. Finally we use SVM3 with polynomial kernel and parameters chosen with grid

1. Data are available in http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/spmc/links/bioinformatics/microarray/microarray cancers.html
(Singh et al., 2002)

2. Software provided in the lab
3. LIBSVM software provided in the lab
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search: for the cost value 10−4, 10−2, 1, 102 and for the degree of polynomial 1, 2, 3. All the other
parameters are the default parameters of the above implementations.

Dietterich (1998) proposed a 5x2 cross validation test and all our experiments performed using
that approach. In order to compare more than two algorithms in the same dataset the ANOVA
test is used, and then if a statistical difference is observed in the group, a paired t-test is used in
the pairs of the group. Statistical importance is marked with asterisk (*) combined with the names
of the methods with which the current method has a statistical important difference. Furthermore
we should mention that we only mention the statistical importance to the method with the higher
performance. In order to compare the performance over the different data sets, the average rank is
used (Demšar, 2006) and because of the small number of datasets (only three) no statistical test is
applied. Finally the measure that we will use to check the performance of the different methods is
the Testing Set Accuracy.

3.3 Data Preprocessing Experiments

At this point the two different normalization methods are compared with the case that no normal-
ization is used. We will investigate how the normalization is connected with the different algorithms
and with the different datasets. Because we explore the performance of information theoretic fea-
ture selection algorithms, which depends on the value of mutual information and conditional mutual
information, the datasets with continues features will be discretized. An equal width strategy is
applied, using 5 bins in Breast dataset and 3 bins in Prostate dataset, because the last one has
smaller number of examples (only 102).

Classifier Average
Data Set Normalization kNN SVM LR RF Ranking

Breast
(1)no 91.4±1.3 not converge 96.5±1.0 95.0±0.7 2.500
(2)Z 94.8±1.5(∗1) 97.1±0.8 96.7±0.8 95.0±0.7 1.625

(3)MinMax 94.8±0.9(∗1) 97.5±0.8 96.4±1.0 95.0±0.7 1.875

Breast
(1)no 93.5±1.6 96.2±0.8 94.8±1.4 94.4±0.9 2.000
(2)Z 93.2±1.9 96.0±1.8 95.5±1.5 94.3±0.9 2.500

Discretised (5 bins) (3)MinMax 93.5±1.6 96.4±1.1 95.2±1.3 94.4±0.9 1.500

Lung
(1)no 89.1±4.7 92.3±3.4 91.5±2.4 89.0±4.1 1.500

(2)Z 89.1±4.7 91.5±3.8 90.4±2.3 89.0±4.1 2.375
Discretised (3 bins) (3)MinMax 89.1±4.7 91.5±3.8 91.2±2.9 89.0±4.1 2.125

Prostate
(1)no 75.9±6.1 90.2±2.8 89.6±3.2 86.9±5.8 3.000
(2)Z 77.5±3.1 91.2±3.1 90.0±4.1 87.3±6.0 1.250

(3)MinMax 76.9±4.4 91.0±3.2 90.4±3.5 87.1±5.5 1.750

Prostate
(1)no 79.8±4.3 89.4±3.8 87.8±4.2 86.7±4.6 2.375
(2)Z 78.4±5.7 90.6±2.9 88.4±3.7 87.1±4.8 1.500

Discretised (3 bins) (3)MinMax 79.8±4.3 90.4±3.6 87.8±3.7 86.7±4.6 2.125
Average no 1.667 2.000 2.167 2.000

Rank Z 2.667 2.167 1.667 2.000

Discretised MinMax 1.667 1.833 2.167 2.000

Average no 3.000 3.000 2.500 2.500
Rank Z 1.250 1.500 1.500 1.500

Not Discretised MinMax 1.750 1.500 2.000 2.000

Table 3: Comparing the accuracy of preprocessing techniques

Table 3 presents the results for the three datasets and for the four different classification al-
gorithms. Firstly we investigate the performance of the different classifiers. From this table we
observe that when the data are discretized all the normalization methods perform the same in the
different classification algorithms (ranking values around 2.000). While without discretization the
Z normalization performs better in all the different classification algorithms (ranking values 1.250
to 1.500). Generally we can say that kNN and SVM are more affected from normalization, while
RF is less. This is reasonable because the decision trees do not care about the range of the values
but only to split this range in the most effective way, but the other classifiers which depend on
distance calculations are effected from the normalization since after the normalization all the dimen-
sions have the same weight and no one dominate the others. Another useful observation is that in
Breast dataset the normalization helps the SVM classifier to converge. Finally only in Breast non
discretized dataset using kNN we observe a statistical important improvement using Z or MinMax
discretization.

Another interesting thing to mention is that the nature of the dataset defines which from the
two normalization methods has the better performance. For that reason the average rankings for
each dataset has been calculated. In the non discretized datasets, Z normalization performs better
for both Breast and Prostate, while in the discretized datasets we can say that the differences are
small and the performance does not affected from the normalization.

As a general conclusion we can say that the effect of the preprocessing step depends on the
classifier and on the features’ characteristics.
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3.4 Feature Selection experiments

Now we will explore how the different feature selection algorithms affect the performance of the
classifiers in the three datasets. The type of normalization is the optimal for each combination of
classifier and dataset, using the results from Table 3. When we are using all the features and the
Pearson correlation we use the non discretized datasets for Breast and Prostate, while when we are
using MIM,CMIM,mRMR and DISR we use the discretized. Furthermore we should mention that
a large range of selected features were chosen. It is reasonable not to use a fixed number of selected
features in all the datasets, because these datasets have different total number of features. As a
result is not the same to take 10 (out of 30) features in Breast dataset and 10 (out of 10509) in
Prostate. In the first case the selected features are the 33% of the total, while in the second 0.095%.
For that reason the following numbers of selected features are used: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320.

Furthermore we should mention that when a feature selection method is used instead of RF we
use BT with the selected features. When all the features are used (all), we still apply a RF classifier
and in each node we use a number of randomly selected features.

For the Breast dataset, which has the smallest number of features, Figure 2a shows that for
RF/BT classifier the best performance is achieved when all the features are used, but in kNN the
best performance is when 20 features selected by Pearson’s correlation are used. For the Lung
dataset best performance is achieved by using an information theoretic feature selection algorithm,
for example in kNN the best accuracy is when 20 features are selected by mRMR, while in LR when
160 features are selected bt DISR. Finally in the Prostate dataset, which has the biggest number of
features, in KNN the best performance is achieved for 80 features selected by DISR, while in SVM
for 160 features selected by DISR.
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Figure 2: Comparing different feature selection algorithms
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A general conclusion is that in Breast dataset, which has the smallest number of features, the
Pearson’s correlation performs better than information theoretic features selection algorithms, this
may infer that the features are linearly correlated. For the Lung and Prostate dataset the information
theoretic methods outperform Pearson’s correlation or using all the features. DISR, mRMR and
CMIM perform better but the exactly order and the statistical significant changes with the number
of selected features.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper studied the performance of different preprocessing techniques and different feature se-
lection algorithms in cancer datasets. When non discretized datasets are used the Z and MinMax
normalization method improve the performance of the classifier, but when a discretized datasets
are used, which is the case for information theoretic feature selection algorithms, the performance
did not change by applying a normalization technique. Comparing the feature selecting algorithms
we observed that the information theoretic methods, and more specially DISR, mRMR and CMIM,
perform better in the two datasets where we have a large number of features, while the Pearson’s
correlation performs better in the dataset with the smallest number of features. As a conclusion we
can say that the information theoretic methods, which observe nonlinear correlations between the
features, perform better in high dimensional datasets.

As a future work we can search the performance of the information theoretic feature selection
algorithms to other high dimensional datasets in order to find which method achieves statistical
significant better results. Furthermore we can search how the performance changes when we are using
different discretization methods, for example how the performance changes when we use different
number of bins in the equal-width approach or what is happening when we are using the equal-
frequencies approach.
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